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BUDGET WORKSHEET INSTRUCTIONS   
CURATORIAL PROJECTS OPEN CALL 2020 
 

 
 

Exhibition Income Section 
 
CUE Contributions 
 

• Curatorial Honorarium 
The curator receives a $2,500 Curator Honorarium to use as they wish.  
 

• Artist Fee Budget 
CUE provides a $2,500 Artist Fee Budget for the curator to divide among the 
participating artists and program speakers. CUE issues payments to participating 
artists and speakers directly. 
 

• Production Budget 
The Production Budget is provided to cover production costs related to the 
exhibition. These include but are not limited to: loan fees, framing costs, DVD/Blu-
ray production, licensing fees, installation material costs, fabrication costs, and 
equipment rental fees. 
 

• Art Shipping, Art Installation Fees, Hospitality, Catalogue Printing 
The funds in these categories cover the typical costs of various exhibition 
expenses. These items and services are arranged and paid for by CUE.  
The funds that CUE contributes in each of these categories are fixed amounts that 
cannot be altered or transferred. 
 

 
Additional Income Sources 
We encourage applicants to submit their best, most realistic budget. In the instance that a 
curator’s projected expenses go beyond the scope of what CUE is able to offer in financial 
assistance, we expect the curator to indicate how they intend to make up the 
difference. To raise additional funds, applicants may plan to launch a Kickstarter 
campaign, use their personal savings, apply funds from a grant they have already 
received, plan intend to apply for a grant, etc. List all potential and committed funding 
sources in the Additional Income section of the budget worksheet. Please mark committed 
funding with an asterisk.  
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Exhibition Expenses Section 
 
The Exhibition Expenses section must include any foreseeable production costs related to 
the exhibition. These include but are not limited to: framing costs, DVD/Blu-ray production, 
installation materials, fabrication costs, and equipment rental.  
 
Fixed Budget Allocations 
CUE contributes fixed funding amounts towards Art Shipping, Art Installation Fees, 
Hospitality, and Catalogue Printing expenses. These items and services are generally 
arranged and paid for by CUE. 
 
 
For each line item, enter the total allotted amount—as indicated in the Exhibition Income 
lines (e.g., Art Shipping $1,500)—unless you expect the expense to exceed the allotted 
amount. In that case, you must draw from the Production Budget or from your Additional 
Income sources to cover the remainder of that estimated expense. See below for detailed 
instructions. 
 

 
Artist Fees 
CUE contributes $2,500 towards stipends for participating artists and 
program speakers. CUE is committed to paying artists fees that meet 
or exceed the minimum payment standard as recommended by 
W.A.G.E. (Working Artists and the Greater Economy). Please use 
the guide below when calculating minimum artist fees for the project. 
Please note that fees may shift slightly between now and the 
exhibition dates as W.A.G.E. fees may change in that time. 
 
- Exhibition 3-5 artists: $361/artist 
- Exhibition 6+ artists: $217/artist 
- Performance of existing work: $433 
- Performance, Commission of new work: $867 
- Solo screening: $144 
- Panel/Event with multiple participants: $144/each 
- Commissioned artist talk or reading: $217 
- Lecture/Seminar/Workshop: $350 
- Commissioned text for publication: $0.36/word 
- Day rate for performers: $25/hour, $125 minimum per day 
 
See www.wageforwork.com for more information. 
 
If you expect artist and speaker fees to exceed CUE’s $2,500 
contribution, you may draw funds from the Production Budget or from 
your Additional Income sources to supplement. If you expect artist 
and speaker fees to be less than $2,500, you may reallocate funds to 
any category except the Curatorial Honorarium. Use the notes 
section to explain how the Artist Fees will be distributed 
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Art Shipping   
CUE contributes $1,500 towards art shipping costs. In the Art 
Shipping expense section, please enter the total allotted amount 
($1,500), unless you estimate the expense to be higher than the 
allotted amount. In that case, you must draw funds from the 
Production Budget or from your Additional Income sources to cover 
the remainder of those estimated expenses. For example, if you 
estimate your shipping expenses to be $2,000, you need to draw 
$500 from the Production Budget or Additional Income sources. 
 
***International shipping is not permitted***  
 
Art Installation Fees 
CUE contributes $960 towards art installation fees. This allocation 
covers the average cost of professional art handling for a simple 
exhibition (one art handler working for 2 days to install and 2 days to 
de-install). In the Art Installation Fees expense section, please enter 
the total allotted amount ($960), unless you expect the expense to be 
higher than the allotted amount. In that case, you must draw from the 
Production Budget or from Additional Income sources to cover the 
remainder of those estimated expenses. For example, if you need 
one extra day of labor (approx. $240) for a complicated installation, 
enter $1,200 in the Art Installation Fees expense line and deduct 
$240 from the Production Budget or Additional Income sources. 
 
Hospitality 
CUE contributes $200 towards refreshments for the opening 
reception. This is the average cost of providing wine or beer. Enter 
the allotted amount ($200) into the Hospitality expense section, 
unless you estimate the expense to be higher than the allotted 
amount. In that case, funds should be drawn from the Production 
Budget or Additional Income sources to cover the excess cost. 
 
Catalogue Printing 
This line item is pre-filled, as it is a fixed cost and cannot be altered. 
Catalogue design and printing is organized entirely by CUE. The 
design follows CUE’s templates and standards and cannot be 
altered. Please note the $3,500 printing budget does not include cost 
of producing photographs for the catalogue. Artists and curators are 
responsible for providing CUE with print ready images. If you require 
the services of a photographer, indicate the estimated cost under 
Professional Services and include a note on the budget notes page. 
 

 
Distribution of the Production Budget & Additional Income 
Funding for the following items and services must be drawn from the Production Budget or 
Additional Income sources. 
 

Equipment Rental 
Expenses entered in this category should include the cost of 
renting items such as projectors, cameras, and special equipment 
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used for the installation or creation of artwork. Expenses should be 
drawn from the Production Budget or Additional Income sources. 
Please email CUE to request an inventory of existing tech 
equipment such as projectors, media players, and monitors that is 
available to exhibiting artists. 

 
Supplies 
This line item should include any supplies you need to install 
artwork for the exhibition. Expenses should be drawn from the 
Production Budget or Additional Income sources. CUE provides 
basic supplies for gallery installation such as tools and standard 
hardware. 

 
Professional Services 
This category includes the cost of hiring any professionals to help 
you produce your project, such as such as a video or sound editor, 
a computer programmer, a carpenter, a shipping crate maker, a 
photographer, a framer, etc. Expenses should be drawn from the 
Production Budget or from Additional Income sources. 

 
 
Curator Travel 
The curator’s travel and lodging expenses related to the exhibition must be deducted from 
the Curator Honorarium or from Additional Income sources. Curators are expected to be 
present for the exhibition installation and opening reception. If there is any programming 
that you would like to propose in connection with your exhibition (artist talk, panel 
discussion, workshop, etc.), you are expected to be present for those events. Events can 
usually be arranged to coincide with the exhibition opening or closing dates. 
 
Curator Honorarium (after expenses) 
This is the remaining balance of the $2,500 Curator Honorarium after travel expenses 
have been deducted. 
 
Additional Income (after expenses) 
If applicable, this is the remaining balance of Additional Income after all exhibition related 
expenses have been deducted and entered into the lines above.  

 
When you are finished drafting your budget, the TOTAL INCOME must match the 
TOTAL EXPENSES. 
 

 
DOWNLOAD A BLANK BUDGET WORKSHEET: 
 
Download a PDF  
 
Download an Excel file  
 
Please see a sample budget on the following pages.  
Need help? Contact Josephine Heston, Programs Associate: 
josephine@cueartfoundation.org. 
 

http://cueartfoundation.org/s/CUE_Curatorial_Open_Call_2020_Budget-BLANK-yjm7.pdf
http://cueartfoundation.org/s/CUE_Curatorial_Open_Call_2020_Budget-BLANK-s6m9.xlsx


Project Name: SAMPLE
Curator Name: SAMPLE

EXHIBITION INCOME

CUE Contribution
Curator Honorarium 2,500
Artist Fee Budget 2,500
Production Budget 2,000
Art Shipping 1,500
Art Installation Fees 960
Hospitality 200
Catalogue Printing 3,500

Total 13,160

Additional Income*
ABC Foundation Grant 1,500

Total 1,500

TOTAL INCOME 14,660

EXHIBITION EXPENSES
Total

Artist Fees 2,950
Art Shipping 1,500
Art Installation Fees 960
Hospitality 200
Catalogue Printing 3,500
Equipment Rental 250
Supplies 350
Professional Services 715
Other 235
Curator Travel 500
Curator Honorarium (after expenses) 2,500
Additional Income (after expenses) 1,000

TOTAL  EXPENSES 14,660

*Indicate received or
committed funding with an
asterisk

CURATORIAL OPEN CALL 2020 
BUDGET WORKSHEET



Explain how the Artist Fee Budget will be broken out amongst the participating artists and program speakers:

2,198
432

Exhibiting Artist fees (7 artists @ $314/each) 
Panel Discussion (3 panelists @ $144/each) 
Workshop 350
Total 2,950
*$450 pulled from Production Budget

Please itemize the amounts entered in Professional Services  and/or Other Expenses :

Professional Services:
Carpentry - fabrication of multimedia display construction $715

Other:
Printing - postcards $235

Additional notes:
Production budget use/breakdown:
Pulled from Production budget to cover Artist 
Stipend overage 450
Professional services 715
Other/Printing 235
Supplies 350
Equipment rental 250

Total 2,000

$500 from Additional Income (ABC grant) used for curator travel expenses. Remainder is for personal use.

Need help? Please consult the instructions and sample budget.

CURATORIAL OPEN CALL 2020 
BUDGET WORKSHEET


